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Light Ragaz is back – brighter and even more colourful!
The light spectacle in the Tamina gorge opens its doors on June 4th, 2018.
This Breath taking, brachial and other-worldly. Both audience and press responded
enthusiastically to the premiere of Light Ragaz in July of 2017. The light projections on the
bare rocks of the Tamina gorge that rise up to almost 100 meters enchanted spectators so
totally that the show was sold out for the entire season only a few weeks after it had
started. Now, the incredible fusion of illusion and reality is back in Bad Ragaz – for a
longer time, even for a longer time, even brighter and more colourful.
Thanks to state of the art technology, Light Ragaz projects lights, animations, and 3D
effects onto the structures and shapes of the rock walls of the brachial gorge with
precision down to the last millimetre. From this gorge, the legendary thermal water of Bad
Ragaz springs at a steady temperature of precisely 36.5 degrees Celsius. Visitors are
taken on an enchanting journey that is both interactive and immersive.
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According to the motto «watercolour», entirely new light installations have been created for
this season. The artist paintbrush had to be applied to the world’s largest natural screen.
“Thanks to last year’s experiences, we have been able to almost effortlessly create and
integrate even more spectacular projections into the one-hour roundtrip. The animations
melt even more intensely into the massive ridges of the Tamina gorge”, creative director of
Projektil, Roman Beranek, rejoices.
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Rosa Ilmer can hardly wait to see the spectacle that is both familiar and entirely
new. The president of Light Ragaz has been working meticulously and relentlessly
on this year’s edition ever since the show retired for its winter break in September
of 2017. “We have designed a totally new experience and will delight our
visitors with new surprises this year.”
Light Ragaz will run for four months and thus almost seven weeks longer than it did in the
previous season. And yet, the successful restaurant manager is already looking at the
big picture: «Let me say this much: Thanks to the major rush in 2017, we are
planning a winter edition of Light Ragaz in the town centre of Bad Ragaz from
December 2018 on. We won’t be giving away more at this stage. First, we’ll enjoy a
marvellous summer in this picturesque scenery with projections from another world.”
Light Ragaz opens its doors on June 4th, 2018 and is open to the public until the end of
September for four runs per evening (starting at 5.30pm). It is a trip into another
dimension – amidst the very real and beautiful Swiss nature. az!
Find further information on our website, on Facebook and on Instagram.
We are at your disposal on presse@lightragaz.com

Where:
When:
Duration:

Tamina gorge, Bad Ragaz, Switzerland
June 04th, 2018 – Sept. 30th, 2018 (5.30pm – 8.30/9.30pm)
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The journey from Bad Ragaz to the enchanted world of Light Ragaz and
back via mail van takes an hour and a half
Admission: CHF 25, including round trip on the mail van from Bad Ragaz, Post /
reduced fees for children and groups
Tickets:
www.lightragaz.com

